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Abstract: Th e end of the Second World War produced a shift in the Soviet 
mode of legitimation; the original values of Marxism-Leninism were com-
bined with those of patriotic nationalism in a new form of ideology in which 
the idea of Th e Great Patriotic War became one of the founding myths. Espe-
cially after Stalin’s death in 1953 and the beginning of the process of de-
Stalinization, the Soviet political elites made an attempt to change their strat-
egy by reducing reliance on coercion and strengthening political legitimacy in 
order to gain compliance from the ruled population. Th e system of socialist 
ritual became one of the most important legitimation procedures. Th e politi-
cal elites came to regard the system of ritual as an important factor in main-
taining and strengthening the legitimacy of the regime and their own position 
in the power structure.
Keywords: legitimacy, power structure, Great Patriotic War, ritual, myth

Th e death of Joseph Stalin in 1953 brought signifi cant changes to the po-
litical system of the Soviet Union, which ceased to be a totalitarian state and 
moved towards a rather bureaucratic communist dictatorship. But despite the 
changes that took place, it was crucial for the ruling elite that the basis of the 
one-party system not be questioned. Political decisions and actions continued 
to be formulated and justifi ed in ideological terms, regardless of whether the 
offi  cial ideology was believed or not. Marxism-Leninism never ceased to rep-
resent one of the main references in the regime’s quest for legitimacy, but sud-
denly the “mandate from heaven” which was supposed to bring the Soviet 
Union into the perfect, classless world of communism as the fulfi lment of a 
universal theory of history, was no longer enough. Even before Stalin’s death, 
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a fundamental ideological shift began to emerge: the ideology started to inte-
grate elements of patriotic nationalism alongside those of Marxism-Leninism, 
thus constructing a new meta-narrative in which the Great Patriotic War be-
came one of the founding myths. Th e single most important event that shook 
the legitimacy of the Soviet system was the process of de-Stalinization an-
nounced by General Secretary Nikita Khrushchev at the 20th Party Congress in 
February 1956. With the loss of the aura of ideological infallibility, the Soviet 
leadership had to generate a new type of legitimacy in order to justify its domi-
nant role and the power structure, and gain compliance from the population. 
Th e system of socialist ritual became one of the most important legitimating 
procedures. While this system of ritual, embodying the norms and values of the 
offi  cial Soviet ideology, has always been a part of the exercise of authority and 
played a major role in the transformation of a political system in a political reli-
gion, it is also true that it had always been subordinated to the fi nal goal of the 
revolution. On the contrary, when faced with a crisis of legitimacy, the regime 
transformed the ritual system in a goal in itself, employed to gain acceptance 
among the masses. Th e socialist ritual itself became a means of legitimation. 

Th is article will address the way in which ritual became an essential means 
in structuring and maintaining power relations in the Soviet regime. Th e per-
formance of ritual was believed to create a consensus on values and solidarity, 
thus enchasing legitimacy. Acting on the emotions rather than the intellect, 
the ritual seemed able to enroot the dominant ideology more eff ectively than 
other means. Th e political elites came to regard the system of ritual as an im-
portant factor in maintaining and strengthening the legitimacy of the regime 
and their own position in the power structure. Based on patriotic nationalism 
and a so-called return to the purity of Marxism-Leninism, a new form of tra-
ditional legitimacy was born, holding an ambiguous mixture of ideology and 
religion. In order to understand the Soviet narrative on legitimacy, we must 
comprehend that the communist regime and the communist ideology were 
fi rst and foremost a political religion. 

Ritual is generally defi ned as a symbolic, culturally standardized and repetitive 
activity, involving the religious sphere and the supernatural. However, in examin-
ing the role of ritual in Soviet political life, we will use a broader defi nition of the 
term. Rather than establishing a clear distinction between religious and secular 
ritual, we will argue that, in the case of the Soviet Union, it was precisely the inte-
gration of the two elements in the same symbolic order which was essential to re-
inforcing the system and creating an “imagined political reality”. 

Durkheim off ered one of the most compelling defi nitions of ritual; rites, 
he argued, were “the rules of conduct which prescribe how a man should con-
duct himself in the presence of sacred objects.”1 Although this perspective 
seems to assert a link between the ritual and the supernatural, a deeper 

1 Durkheim 2008: 216-218.
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analysis of Durkheim’s view will prove that this is not exactly the case. For 
Durkheim, worshiping a god is more a symbolic manifestation of people wor-
shiping their own society; people everywhere tend to believe that their own 
political order and society refl ect, one way or another, a higher purpose. Th e 
performance of the ritual is the means by which they can project the secular 
political order in which they live on a superior, even cosmological, plane. 
What is essential about ritual, then, is not the presence of a supernatural being 
per se, but that it is able to provide a form of expression for people’s social 
dependences. Following Durkheim’s perspective, we will defi ne ritual as a 
symbolic behaviour, highly standardized and repetitive, promoting conform-
ity and channelling emotion in order to create social solidarity and reaffi  rm 
the belief in the fundamental rationality of the existing political system. It of-
fers a simplifi ed and structured model of reality, in which facts that do not fi t 
the constructed image are screened out and certain political beliefs are un-
questioned and passed on to the community, in an attempt to build a sense of 
continuity. As Myerhoff  writes, “by stating enduring and underlying patterns, 
ritual connects past, present and future, abrogating history and time,”2 

For decades, the Soviet people had been nothing more than a mere shadow 
of their all-powerful vozhd’, Stalin. He was their national leader, the guarantor 
of order and justice, their guide and saviour against the enemy. In the course 
of World War II, Stalin, “because he lived mainly in men’s imaginations,”3 
began to be considered, by an overwhelming majority of those who fought in 
the Red Army, as the embodiment of “progress, unity, heroism, deliverance.”4 
Th e propaganda machine built up the image of Stalin as a charismatic leader 
and a military genius who led the people to a great victory against Nazi Ger-
many. No alternative view or information about Stalin’s culpability for the 
earlier losses of the war were allowed to circulate; the continuous spin of this 
alternate reality led, almost naturally, to an increased faith in the invincibility 
of the Soviet system and Stalin’s leadership. It is by no coincidence that trust 
in the vozhd’ and in the system were deeply connected. Stalin himself believed 
that this shaping of his image could only lead to reinforced support for Com-
munism and bestowing legitimacy on the system. In a conversation with Ki-
rov dating back to 1926, Stalin stated: “Yes, it’s all true – the Party, the central 
Committee, the Politburo. But keep in mind, our people understand little of 
all that. For centuries, the people of Russia were under the tsar. Th e Russian 
people are tsarist. For many centuries, the Russian people, and especially the 
Russian peasants, have been used to being led by just one person. And now 
there must be one.”5 Th is idea that people “need a tsar, someone to revere and 

2 Kertzer 1988: 10.
3 Merridale 2005: 198.
4 Ibidem.
5 Brown 2009: 196.
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in whose name to live and labour”6 was one of Stalin’s persistent beliefs. It is 
the emergence of Stalin’s cult that led the distinguished scholar Robert C. 
Tucker to argue that in the last fi fteen years of Stalin’s rule, the regime turned 
from a Bolshevik one into a Fuhrerist one.7 Th e fi gure of Stalin was central in 
the construction of the legitimacy discourse, as it managed to embody in a 
cohesive form various elements of the ideological metanarrative which seemed 
rather in tension: Soviet nationalism and internationalist socialism, the ever-
growing sense of hierarchy and the egalitarian ethos, the emphasis upon indi-
vidualist eff ort and collectivist beliefs. 

Stalin’s death put an end to all this, removing the charismatic principal of 
what represented the cornerstone of the Communist narrative. Stalin’s death 
sent an unusual wave of tension and hysteria among the masses; people were 
completely unaware of what might happen next – confusion was bound to 
rise. While people feared new mass arrests or other forms of retaliation, the 
political elite faced a diff erent kind of challenge: how to deal with Stalin’s 
heritage while retaining the credibility of the communist metanarrative. Th e 
Party leadership was determined to change its strategy by reducing reliance on 
coercion and strengthening political legitimacy in order to secure compliance 
and exert social control. 

Th e dethroning of the image of Stalin and the condemnation of the cult of 
personality at the 20th Party Congress translated into a loss of the charismatic 
legitimation that had been vested in the fi gure of the vozhd and a need to re-
construct the metanarrative in order to preserve the coherence of the regime’s 
symbolic message. Th e purpose was to neutralize the fi gure of Stalin while 
maintaining the basic line of the Leninist party and its path towards the con-
struction of communism. With Stalin becoming an increasingly negative 
symbol, the party was said to be the essential guide in the construction of the 
new society; the party’s “leading role” became a recurrent theme in the ’50s 
and later on. Considered to be “the great directing and guiding force of the 
Soviet people in the struggle to build communism”8, the correctness of party 
policies was justifi ed in terms of the historic victories of socialism in the So-
viet Union. Th e party became the repository of the kind of charismatic au-
thority formerly embodied by Stalin – the key for success within all fi elds lay 
with its capacity of maintaining its indissoluble tie with the people. It was a 
return to the “charismatic impersonality of the party organization”9 that 
seemed lost during the Stalin era. Despite his personal charisma playing a 
central role in the Bolshevik movement, Lenin believed that, ultimately, it is 
the Party who is the hero and not any individual leader. Th e party was the one 
holding the powers and as such, worthy of the people’s loyalty and sacrifi ce. 

6 Ibidem.
7 Tucker 1963: 16-19.
8  Gill 2011: 165.
9  Jowitt 1992: 1.
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Th e monolithic solidarity and iron unit were essential elements for the party’s 
hold on power. Presumably devoted to the people’s interests and benefi tting 
from their love and confi dence, the party needed to put forth a new frame-
work in order to confi rm its value-system and legitimize the social order, since 
it was determined not to go back to using mass violence as a legitimating pro-
cedure in the course of building communism. A new narrative based on an 
alternative mythology lead to a new symbolic construction of society.  

As years went by, people believed less and less in the idea of an ideal soci-
ety in which the state would wither away. Still, the Communist leadership 
could not abandon this goal without giving up on one of its sources of legiti-
macy – if there is no destination, no classless society, no superior goal, no 
heaven to be expected at the end of the road, how would the permanent pres-
ence and leading role of the Communist party be justifi ed? It was none other 
than the party which possessed the ideological insight and the experience to 
guide the people to a shining future, where all diff erences would be bridged. 
T.H. Rigby wrote: 

In communist societies, the structural and ideological features of a country 
totally mobilized for war have been converted into a permanent, “normal” 
condition. Th e “war”, however, in which they engaged, is the struggle for com-
munism. “Our Goal is Communism!”, proclaims the enormous banner in the 
machine-stop, and indeed, it is in terms of this goal that the Politburo justifi es 
its Five-Year Plan guidelines, the Gosplan spells this out into annual and quar-
terly plans for the industry concerned, and the ministry running it translates 
into specifi c targets for the particular plant, and the latter’s management sets 
the task of individual workshops and workers.10 

Th e moment the Communist party was no longer considered the retainer of 
sacred truth, the political religion would give way to secularization, which would 
lead not only to a fading legitimacy, but possibly to the fall of the system. 

Th e loss of faith in the “communist heaven” and a certain deliverance from 
fear were susceptible to determine a demand for change on the part of the 
population. It was imperative for the ruling elite to identify new ways to give 
individuals a sense of continuity and belonging, to project a reaffi  rmation of 
the community, to structure meaning and create a new model of reality. Th e 
construction of a system of socialist ritual was supposed to off er exactly that. 
From the political ritual of the October celebrations to initiation into social 
and political collectives, such as Komsomol, the Young Pioneers, the army 
and the party, this system of rites represented a source of authorization which 
brought a form of acknowledgement and recognition by the ruled of the elite’s 
right to govern. From the ‘60s onward, it was the system of ritual that pro-
vided ideological justifi cations for the power structure and reinforced it 

10 Rigby 1990: 127-146.
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through symbolic interpretations. Th e ritual managed to create a reality of pow-
er and to give it an appearance of sacredness and traditional values. Th e mo-
nopoly on the symbolic life eased the way for the state to secure legitimation. 

 In order to properly fulfi l its legitimizing function, the Marxist-Leninist 
ideology needs general acceptance on the part of the population or, at least, a 
monopolistic presence in public life:

Th e Soviet regime continues to derive its legitimacy from the claim that it is 
implementing the goals of Marxism-Leninism, even when it has long aban-
doned the idea of social revolution that is necessary to achieve these goals. 
Th erefore, it is continually forced to cover up this discrepancy between ideol-
ogy and reality by strengthening the citizens’ perception of the latter.11

When it became more and more obvious that a classless, egalitarian society 
was rather a distant objective more than an immediate reality, the regime 
shifted its ideological discourse in the direction of nationalism and patriotism. 
Th e appeal to nationalism resonated better with the people than the abstract 
socialist internationalism. Stalin understood that perfectly during the war, 
when the Soviet propaganda increasingly pushed back revolutionary symbols 
in favour of nationalist ideas, such as that of the old “Mother Russia”, encour-
aged nationalist emotions and played the card of local patriotism (as in the 
case of the siege of Leningrad). It was popular identifi cation with the mother-
land, not with the revolution or with Stalin, which rallied people to enrol and 
fi ght against Nazi Germany.12 Patriotism and the idea of sacred duty always 
played well in Russia. Th e leadership of the Communist Party considered it 
was time to put these feelings to work in its favour.     

In the decade following the war, the victory became synonymous with 
Stalin’s military genius. At a banquet on May 24, 1945, Stalin made a toast to 
the “tens of millions of simple, ordinary, modest people (…) who are the little 
screws in the great mechanism of the state”13. But, paradoxically, these words 
put an end to the popular conception of the Great Patriotic War as a “people’s 
war”. From that moment on, the victory over the enemy was supposed to 
justify the myth of the Soviet power and the fi gure of the all-powerful leader. 
Th erefore, the mass death, the trauma, the starvation during the siege of Len-
ingrad, the terror of the occupation, the fate of the “traitors” and “deserters” 
or that of the invalids were completely forbidden in the public discourse and, 
as much as possible, in private conversations as well. Stalin even minimized 
the human cost of the war – in March 1946, he claimed that only seven mil-
lion people died. Th e actual fi gure was 27 million, a reality the Communist 

11 Lane 1981: 28.
12 Figes 2014: 307-315.
13 Pravda, 27 June 1945.
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Party leadership admitted only at the 45th anniversary of the victory.14 For 
decades, the heroic depiction of the war was the only acceptable manner of 
remembrance. During the fi rst years after the war, not many memorials were 
built on Soviet soil; strangely, the most important monument was built in 
Berlin, serving more as a testimony to Stalin’s adversaries in the West than as 
a mourning place where people would be able to grieve and honour their 
loved ones. From the 124 fi lms produced between 1946 and 1953, only four 
dealt explicitly with the war, but they only served to glorify Stalin’s excep-
tional military leadership.15

Th e process of de-Stalinization set in motion by Khrushchev laid the path 
for the public memorializing of the war, with the Brezhnev period seeing the 
fl ourishing of a genuine cult for the Great Patriotic War. A popular yearning 
for stability characterized the mid ‘60s – it was a feeling the political elite 
could tap into. Th e Soviet victory would provide legitimacy to the relatively 
steady course of the Communist Party towards communism. Th e state delib-
erately created a hegemonic national narrative as a mode of legitimation that 
simultaneously masked and reinforced the coercive power of the state. If the 
“collective memory is the constructing, manipulating and mobilizing of a ‘us-
able past’ from the reality of individual memories of lived history in order to 
forge an unassailable national tradition”16, the Soviet elite used the war as an 
instrument to shape the past in order to secure its present hold on power and 
the future development inside the system. Th e great accomplishment of the 
Soviet people alongside their army in achieving triumph was even integrated 
into the preamble to Brezhnev’s new constitution of 1977, as well as into the 
high-school history curriculum, where it was treated as having the same deci-
sive signifi cance as the October Revolution. Undoubtedly, the Great Patriotic 
War replaced in many ways the October Revolution as the main foundational 
myth of the Soviet regime. 

Following this newfound cult, entire cities in the Soviet Union were de-
clared “heroes”; special medals and military orders were issued and vast me-
morial complexes were built – 11 in the fi rst decade after Stalin’s death, 59 
during the ‘60s and 67 in the ‘70s. Th is patriotic boost and the state-sanc-
tioned depiction of the war were largely embraced by the population and the 
veterans. Remembrance ceremonies enjoyed mass participation and it was not 
all based on mandatory presence.17 On the contrary, people welcomed these 
commemorations – it allowed them to grieve their dead and praise their fallen 
heroes, and it gave them a sense of purpose and national pride. Th ey mourned 
together and celebrated together, revelling in the feeling that, despite the great 
losses, the great “Motherland” came out of the war undefeated and powerful. 

14 Markwick 2012: 692-696.
15 Ibidem.
16 Halbawchs 1992: 39.
17 Markwick 2012: 692-700.
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With nearly 27 million causalities and virtually no Soviet family left un-
scathed, the war was bound to strike a lasting resonance with the individual 
life and memories of millions of citizens. Th e enduring power of the mythol-
ogy surrounding the Great Patriotic War lies in this dramatic experience which 
gave birth to an almost sacred collective memory. Even a half century later, the 
war continues to be described as a “sacred duty”, connoting a religious commit-
ment sealed in blood. Th e memory of the war casts a long shadow on the im-
agery of the ordinary citizen and on the power structure alike. Th e implementa-
tion of holidays featuring the symbolic representations of the war were meant to 
arouse feelings of solidarity within society and, through the identifi cation of a 
common allegiance by way of symbols, with the Soviet government. 

During the Brezhnev period, ritualized remembrance became one of the 
keystones of the socialist ritual. It is worth mentioning the complex rituals 
which led up to the lighting of the “Fire of Glory” on Moscow’s Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier, on May 8, 1967, when a torch lit from the fl ame at Lenin-
grad’s Field of Mars, with soil from Leningrad’s siege cemetery, was brought to 
the Kremlin wall and Brezhnev ignited the eternal fl ame. Th e symbolism of 
the moment was extremely powerful, joining in a singular rite the two found-
ing myths of the Soviet state: the October Revolution and the Great Patriotic 
War.18 It was a manner of re-establishing the authority of the Party and its 
Leninist roots and of asserting its legitimacy based on the legacy of the past, a 
past always subject to new interpretations, evaluations and re-writings. 

Exerting control over people was no easy task, and the myth of the Great 
Patriotic War, as popular and successful as it was, was hardly enough. Main-
taining the status quo of the power structure and bestowing it with an aura of 
legitimacy demanded the creation and preservation of an image of unanimous 
support among the members of the society. Th e performance of ritual has 
come to predominate as a means of conserving and legitimizing the social 
order. Th is system of legitimation can best be characterized in terms of pater-
nalism – the leaders see themselves as Lenin’s successors, acting as some sort of 
apostolic heirs of this religious-like fi gure who established the New Faith19. In 
order to be accepted as legitimate custodians of Lenin’s legacy, they must 
prove capable of protecting the ideological heritage of Marxism-Leninism. 
Th e Party continues to be the one setting the goals of society and leading the 
way towards the promised paradise. Th e guiding hand of the Party presents 
itself as a benevolent paternal fi gure seeking to shape the reality of everyday 
life, a reality still defi ned by the value-system of the communist ideology, but 
in which force and coercion lost their previous meaning of the Stalin era. 
Despite the fact that it still sets the framework for action, ideology itself be-
came very fl exible; its premier and essential role is to justify the existing 

18 Ibidem.
19 Th e concept used by Czeslaw Milosz in his book, Th e Captive Mind.
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system. Th is new socialism without revolution combines the Marxist-Leninist 
component with a patriotic element and an appeal to tradition which came to 
be considered as a signifi cant source of legitimacy by the political elites. Th e 
tradition the Party refers to is the Soviet one, binding together the revolution-
ary tradition (of the October Revolution and the Civil War), the nationalistic 
tradition (of the Great Patriotic War and the blood sacrifi ce given by millions 
of citizens of the Soviet Union) and the labour tradition (which starts with the 
process of industrialization).20 

Th e offi  cial ideology of Soviet Marxist Leninism is clearly no longer a revolu-
tionary ideology mobilizing people for fundamental social change. It has be-
come a very conservative set of rationalizations which support and legitimate 
the existing order. Th e association of this ideology with a revolutionary past is 
utilized to mask the conservative policies of the present.21

Th e rituals are ideological phenomena; their primary goal was to express 
the identity of the subjects of the Soviet Union with the government. Th e 
norms and values offi  cially promoted by the political elites and embodied in 
the ritual were meant to be completely absorbed, or at least largely accepted, 
by the population. In order to truly function as an eff ective and lasting legiti-
mation procedure, the ritual must gain acceptance among the masses, who are 
supposed to be free participants in its performance. It is hard to determine the 
exact degree in which the power relations and the power structure were 
strengthened or even preserved by the system of ritual, but it is certain that a 
high level of compliance and engagement on the part of society were present, 
despite the fact that the ritualization of social life was not matched by a similar 
confi dence and conviction in ideology. It was rather a mechanized perform-
ance, a religious ritual lacking faith but, nevertheless, embracing all the exte-
rior forms of a political religion. Th e idealism, the fanatical believers, the will 
to sacrifi ce, the call to revolution, the mass graves, the large-scale violence, the 
sanctifi cation of the goal justifying all crime, the delirium and the hysteria war 
all gone, but the form remained. Th e regime still operated in the framework 
of a political religion. It was a Church without believers, continuing to per-
form its liturgy in the hopes that the form can re-generate the faith or at least 
postpone the demise of the institution.   

With Khrushchev’s return to the so-called Leninist norms in the atheistic 
propaganda and the anti-religious campaigns of the ’50 and early ‘60s, the 
issue of secular ritual resurfaced. In Ukraine and Moldova, a presence of the 
secular weddings and harvest festivals was spotted even before 1953.22 How-
ever, the policy was most successful and systematic in the Baltic republics, 

20 Lane 1984: 210-214.
21 Lane 1981: 24.
22 Binns 1982: 300-310.
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where a coming-of-age ceremony was introduced in 1957. Th e ritual incorpo-
rated many of the features of the religious confi rmation, which led to a de-
crease in the number of the latter as the secular ceremony was established. 
One of the reasons this form of celebration became fairly popular resides in its 
personalized approach and the amount of respect given to the people con-
cerned. New forms of secular holidays and calendar festivals were introduced 
to occur just before or very close to the Christian celebrations. In 1959, the 
fi rst Soviet Palace of Weddings opened in Leningrad and in 1964, as a conse-
quence of the approval by the Ideological Commission of the Communist 
Party, a national campaign was launched, leading to a generalization of the 
policy in the entire country. In Ukraine alone in 1978, 11.3 million roubles 
were spent on the provision of 90 types of “ritual services”; there were 534 
“salons of ritual services” and thousands of people were trained in special 
courses available at universities and colleges, to conduct the ceremonies.23  

From the late ‘60s, every important occasion, every possible anniversary of 
the communist calendar, whether it was local or national, became the object 
of ceremonial elaboration and an excuse for a festival. Th ere were over 30 
professional groups who had their own special days. Th e beginning and the 
end of the school year, the moment when an individual started working (the 
initiation into the working class), the name-giving ceremony, the issue of the 
fi rst internal passport at the age of 16 – they all acquired, step by step, the 
dimension of national institutions.24 Th e secular system of ritual has taken on 
a momentum of its own. Th e public liked these events because they off ered 
opportunities for variety and freedom otherwise unavailable in their life, for 
enjoyment and respect for their individual preferences. If the ideological obei-
sance and political loyalty were the price to be paid, they were prepared to 
accept it. Th e rituals seemed to provide, in the eyes of the authorities, the 
prospect of control while preserving a veneer of ideological commitment; for 
the members of the society, they off ered the illusion of participation and be-
longing to a community of the chosen. Th e regime sought, by organizing the 
experiences of individuals and by attaching emotional and ideological values 
to their actions, by establishing a normative system and by its discursive dom-
inance, to actively involve the population and to create a participatory dicta-
torship. People’s participation in ritual was also a way of permanently empha-
sizing their dependence on the social group: “By assembling together and 
jointly participating in symbolic actions the collective ideas and sentiments 
can be propagated”25. 

Th e rites of initiation, whether into the Pioneers, the Komsomol, the work-
ing class or the army, tended to embrace the form of a dramatic celebration and 

23 Ibidem.
24 Ibidem.
25 Kertzer 1988: 68.
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resurrection of the past. On most occasions, there were three central fi gures, 
representatives of the past: an old Bolshevik (when and where it was possible, 
it was preferable if he had a contact, even the slightest, with Lenin), a hero of 
the Great Patriotic War and a hero of labour. Th ey recounted their memories, 
stories of their glorious past, illustrating them through old photos, recordings, 
materials and symbolic representations (such as insignias, medals, etc.). Th e 
purpose of this reenactment ritual was to shape the symbolic space of encoun-
ter between the old communists and the new ones, the passage of traditional 
values from one generation to the next. As a general rule, the rites of initiation 
occur in a “holy place”, somewhere connected with the sacred tradition of the 
Communist Party: a World War II monument, the local Lenin shrine or any 
other place marked by the glory of past achievements.26 Th e ritual intents to 
channel the strong ties of small collectives and the local solidarity towards the 
larger political collective which is the Soviet state. Whenever possible, the lo-
cal traditions, with their particularities and loyalties, are utilized and inte-
grated into the larger national Soviet tradition – such is the case in the resur-
rection of the pioneering labour eff orts of the early ‘30s in the industrial areas 
of the Far East in towns like Magnitogorsk or that of the constant recalling of 
the war sacrifi ces in the city of Leningrad or Volgograd. Th e particular rites of 
initiation into local collectives were meant to transform the small-scale loyalty 
into fi delity for the Soviet society.27 It was through this dramatic staging of 
public rites that the political elites tried to merge the offi  cial norms and ideol-
ogy with the familial values of the ordinary citizen. Th e individual was sup-
posed to be bound to his family, to his local community and, ultimately, to 
the Soviet state, providing force and justifi cation for the legitimating values. 
Th ese rites are meant to induce “respect for social order, the laws of the state 
and society, for its sacred objects, its honour, memories and symbols”28.  

Th e attempts to revive the revolutionary tradition are almost entirely con-
centrated on the fi gure of Lenin. Th e cult of Lenin was gradually reinforced 
and the appeal to the “purity” of Marxism-Leninism was a recurring theme in 
the documents of the Communist Party and in the discourses of the political 
elite. Contrary to that of Stalin, the myth of Lenin never fell into demise; he 
never ceased to be, alongside Marx, the leading icon of the Party and the ever-
present guarantee of the communist paradise to come. Lenin’s paternal fi gure 
was not present only in the ceremonies dedicated to his memory or to the 
October Revolution; it was one of the central symbols of the system of ritual 
in the Soviet state – there was a custom of the young married couple to lay 
fl owers at his memorial, his portrait or bust watched over every celebration.29 
Lenin’s corpse remained undisturbed in his mausoleum (unlike Stalin’s, whose 

26 Lane 1984: 214-218.
27 Ibidem.
28 Rudnev 1974: 119.
29 Lane 1984: 215.
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body was evacuated from the Red Square). Moreover, his mausoleum contin-
ued to be the symbolic centre of the capital and of the nation itself; “Lenin 
lived, Lenin lives, Lenin shall live” is more than a mere slogan. It is a statement 
of faith. People all over the country came to pay their respects to the immortal 
fi gure of Lenin. Yuri Gagarin came to the mausoleum before launching into 
orbit “in order to gather strength for his voyage”30 and, on his return to Earth, 
he again visited Lenin as a sign of gratitude and respect to his undying author-
ity. Lenin’s body functioned like an icon for the Soviet regime. Undoubtedly, 
the spectre of Lenin dominated the political life and the social order of the 
Soviet Union. Indeed, losing the legacy of Lenin would have meant for the 
state to lose its sense of purpose. Ultimately, everything came back to Lenin. 

 With the rise of the patriotic tradition in the offi  cial ideology and the 
central place it began to assume in the consciousness of the public, the ritual 
became more and more permeated with military symbolism of diff erent kinds 
– objects, modes of action (the salute, the parade, the various marches); this 
led to the emergence of the potent new symbol of the Eternal Flame, adding 
signifi cance to the revolutionary tradition: “Th is is the fi re of millions of hearts 
who have not faltered in battle; the fi re of burning hatred towards the enemy 
and of boundless love towards the Motherland; the fi re of faith in the great 
cause of Lenin which led our people to victory”31. 

For most of Stalin’s era, many communists in the high ranks or at the 
smallest level, were deeply convinced of the divine-like qualities of their lead-
ers and their actions were mainly determined by the intense personal faith in 
communism – it was the power of conviction and the purposefulness of reli-
gious devotion that kept them on the path designed by the party, despite its 
horrifi c actions, crimes and mass violence. But as years passed, the idealism 
and commitment disappeared; it was harder and harder to come across any-
one in the Soviet state with a sincere belief in the doctrine and practice of 
communism. All that was left was cynicism and indiff erence. Despite the cri-
sis of faith, the regime did not cease to embrace the form of a political religion. 
Now, more than ever, the performance of the liturgy-like rituals and the main-
tenance of, at least, an illusion of the sacred, were essential for its internal 
survival and the conservation of the power structure. Compromise on the 
ideological level was needed, but in a political reality made completely by 
myths and fi ction, where the truth was a concept almost unknown and every 
face were a diff erent mask, in this Orwellian world of Soviet communism, 
securing the loyalty and acceptance of the ruled population was fundamental 
for the regime’s existence. Th e system of ritual involved signifi cant compro-
mise in the original purity of the party’s beliefs, but no price was too high to 
pay in order to secure the legitimacy of the system and the dominance of the 

30 Kertzer 1988: 38.
31 Ibidem.
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political elite. Th e system moved towards bureaucratic routinization32 while 
remaining captive in the logic of monopolistic state power. Election were very 
important, not because they could have changed anything in the structure of 
power or have any eff ect on the process of decision, but because of their ritual 
function. Th e Soviet government presented itself and the political system as 
the incarnation of the will of the people. Th is view was ritually legitimized 
through elections, despite the fact that they were a complete sham. Th e image 
and the mystifi cation built around it was far more important than the actual 
reality. 

Th e power of ritual resides in its capacity of reshaping the image of real. It 
simultaneously strengthens the legitimacy of the system by underlining the 
traditional nature of the authority and it manages to serve as a stabilizer of the 
power relations in the Soviet state. It makes it easier for the political elites to 
mask the existing confl ict of interests between themselves and the various so-
cial groups and it helps in keeping them latent; the rites of initiation into the 
working class try to surpass the obvious rift between the central role of the 
working class in the offi  cial ideology and its actual position in the society. Of-
fering a cohesive and comprehensive mythology by means of ritual, it man-
ages to provide a model for social relations more easily accepted by the gen-
eral public involved in the performance.33 Th e main problem of the regime 
was that it proved incapable of generating a new metanarrative that could 
rally widespread support among the masses. Th e progressive decay of the es-
tablished metanarrative undercut the ideocratic legitimation and all that was 
left was the form embodied in the system of ritual. When that exhausted its 
meaning as well, the entire system collapsed. 
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